Repetition Mathematical Methods I - SS 2020

Course Description:
Repetition and practice of the content “Mathematical Methods I” from the topics:

1. Logic, Sets and Real numbers
2. Sequences and Series
3. Functions of a real variable
4. Differentiation
5. Integration

The aim of the revision course is to provide additional material, support for passing Mathematical Methods I final examination, providing working sheets, tasks before the meetings. Students must attempt the solving of exercises individually.

Problems taken from previous math exams and further sources.

Target Group:
* Exclusively for IBE students 2nd semester or higher, and considering the retake of the examination module in SS 2020.

Two meetings/ sessions per week for two groups.

Format: Twice a week online (for students which could not reach Germany in too)
Tutor: Sanda Maria Nicolaev

Registration: Compulsory via LSF portal (today latest until 13/04/2020):
https://lsf.ovgu.de/qislsf/rds?state=verpublish&status=init&vmfile=no&publishid=154996&moduleCall=webInfo&publishConfFile=webInfo&publishSubDir=veranstaltung